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The feasibility of using submarine - recorded accelerat.ion and 
r.avigationa l datd. t.o det.ect. deep convection in the ocean was 
explored by comparing ac t. ual subJ:larine observations of ve-ct ica l 
ve l ocity with vertical velocity 0=a hypot het ical submarine driven 
through a fielli of oceanic turbul ence predicted by Large-:2:ddy 
Simulat ion (LES). The actual submdrine data included time series of 
three-dime:lsional accelerat ion and submarine velocity from the 
inert i al navigation system (INS), gravity and kee l depth. Of all 
these fie l ds, vertical velocity derived f:::-orr, the INS proved nost 
useful for comparison with the simulat ed ve:::-tical veloci t y fields . 
The actual observat ions were analyzed as a function of submarine 
depth and speed. The spectral energy density was computed for 
several standard depths, with the l argest vertical accelerations 
fou:ld for the times when tbe submarine was at the shallowest 
depths . Spectral shape also varied with depth, with the strongest 
high - frequency/wavenumoer intensity fo:::- the shoalest cases. The 
submarine nay have experienced a combination of surfdce gravity 
wave motion and mixed ·· layer t urbulence in the shdl l owes t case, but 
there was proba:Oly no significant oceanic convection at any of the 
o ther depths because 0= stability 0= the water co l umn . Spectra of 
t.he hypothetical submarine t tCl'lsi ting an LES - p redicted f ield of 
tUTbul enCe we re contrasted WiUl the spectra of the obse r ved 
verticdl velocity . Although the ohserveli signa l ' s spectral 
intensity exceeded the spect ral intens ity f or the highest frequency 
motions of the simulated turbulence, the LES-predicted convection 
intensity for scales greate:c than 400m was significantly greater 
than the correspor.ding signal obtained for the submarine dud ng 
ti'fles when the submarine was not e:r.countering oceanj c turh;Jlence. 
Hence, the background accelerations attributable La vessel 
p:copulsion and hydrodynamics or to surface effects durir.g nor~nal 
operations should not mask the acceleraU ons it would experience if 
it transited significanL deep oceanic convection. It was concluded 
that such a submarine could be an excellent tool for observing and 
monitoring the most significant deep oceanic convection. 
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I . INTRODUCTION 
Turbulence in the ocean is difficu l t to observe and 
quant iL dtive l y measure because i t is a complex function 0: space 
and time, and because there a ye a variety of mechanisms for i ts 
generatlO:1, transformation and dissipat ion. Fie l d experimenLs ir. 
the Medi teTranean and the Greenland Sea have measured turbu1ence 
I'd th a E'.l l erian approach and have exper ienced limited success 
primarily d'.le to measuring device limitatio:1s. Valuable 
computa tional and observational tools such as t he Large Eddy 
S i mu l ation (LES) model and an cperat.ional submarine when used 
together have the pot.ential to g r eatly improve our underfltanding 
o f turbulent convection i n the ocean . The submarine can survey 
vast areas with re la t ive ease while !:"emaining beneat h hazardous 
sur t ace C";ondi tions . 
By uti l izing or.board infltru:nentation designed to measure ar.d 
record the vertical acceleration that the submarine experiences, 
a subsurface plat f crm C";an quantitatively map a broad area of the 
po l ar or sub - po l ar seas and provide vert ieal C";onvcC";tion data. 
These data could then be processed ::0 extract a signal for 
pos i tive ident if ication o f turbulence and comparison with the 
known t.urbu lence .c; i gna l generated by the LES. This information, 
col lected with minimal irr,pact on a submar i ne ' s norrr,al operating 
rout i ne, wil:.. be va :"uable f or gaining knowlcdge on the deep 
convective mi x ing mechanisms t.hat initiat.e the global 
thermohaline circulation and the meridional transport of heat, 
which in turn strongly i n fluences the world's climate. To date, 
submarine voyages collecting CTD , and passive and act.ive acoustic 
data have been instrumental in delineating the layered nature of 
the Arctic Ocean (McClaren , 1985). Also , through the measured 
variability of the speed of sound due to changing temperature, 
pressuye and salinity, accurate measuyements of the magnitude and 
direction of currents, internal waves , tides and large scale 
fronts and e ddies are feasible (McClaren, 1985) . The submarine 
conducts operations in the mixed layer which could potentially be 
adversely influenced by strong turbulence. Effective use of the 
subma!'ine could be invaluable to better understand the convection 
process and to more accurately model it in st.rategically 
signi f icant regions such as t:he Arctic and Mediterranean Seas. 
The submarine, uniquely equipped for polar sea expl oration , has 
great potential as an asset for scientific research that would 
benefit applied science and technology and facilitate safer, more 
efficient USN operations. 
The convective environment chapter will provide a general 
background of the Arctic !'egion with empha s is on convect. ion 
generOlting p!'ocesses, buoyancy and the thermal heat balance and 
how the y interact to inh ibit or augment turbulence. A brief 
review of two experiments conducted in the polar seas will point 
out two dppyoaches that had so:ne success detecting turbulence . 
Gravity theory wi l l be present ed with empha,;is on how it has been 
measured and the considerations necessary for ana l ysis. 
I n this study the feasibi l i t.y of uti 1 izing sub:nari ne ­
recorded acceleratlo,l and gyavity ':Yom onboard ins t r ument ation to 
detect turbulence will be exployed . The LES mode l wi ll be 
uti li zed to produce a simulated f ield of turbu l ence that cO'lld 
repyesent w!lat a submarine might expeYience if transiting an urea 
of ac tive turi::>I.:lcnt convection . Figure 1, pyoduced by the LES 
model, uepicts horizontal velocity and temperature changes 0:1 a 
horizontal plane in tr.e oceanic turDule:1t boundary l aye:::-. FigUre 
2, a lso produce d by the LES model, displays the vertical velocity 
fo:::- the same region as Figure 1. The red represents downwayd 
motion <lnd the bJ ue i s upward motion caused by the horizontal 
convergence depicted in Figure 1 . A simu l ated submayine wil l be 
driven t.h:::-ough these model-generated fields utilizing the "froze:"! 
eddy" hypothesis which enables spatial derivatives to be 
conve r ted to time derivatives, inc l uding acceleration, dw/dt. 
Her.ce, simulated dw/dt in t he LES may be co-:npared to ac t ual 
observations of acceleratio:1 aboard a submarine. 
The submadne records keel depth, ver t.:: ical velocity and 
vert i cal acce l erat i on wi th three d i fferent onboard S<'>Hsors. The 
submarine - r ecorded dat.OJ wa s pa r t i tioned according to fOUl 
depths : standard dept.h 1 (SDl) . stamiard depth ;< (SD;<) , standard 
dep:.h:1 (SD3) and standard depth 4 (SD4). SDl is :.he shallowest 
and is assumed to be within the mixed layer, while the other 
levels increase in depth below the mixed layer with SD4 the 
deepest. Data from the three different sensors for the standard 
depths will be analyzed to determine which instrulment yields the 
mOSL: useful informat i on from which to ?otential ly detect 
turbulence. The LES-produced fields of vertical velocity and 
acceleration will be contrasted with the submarine fields. The 
final chapter will S'Jmmarize significant findings and provide 
recommendations for future submarine detection ot convection. 
II. THE CONVECTIVE ENVIRONMENT 
Although turbulence is neayl y ubiqu i tous i n t he surface 
boundar y lay e rs of a ll bodies of water because of the near l y 
perpetl:.a l moment um and t:eat exchange with the atmospheye, the:!.-e 
are cc:r.ta i n locat i ons where it may be especial l y impoy::. ant and 
yet d i fficu l t to observ e. The Arct i c Ocean and the surrounding 
Po l ar Seas j s a harllh environment which e xpeyiences extreme 
ceol i ng and ice format i on. This intenlle tt:erma l ene:r.gy e xchange 
between the atmospheye and the water coupled with styong winds 
dr i ves strong ccnvection that crea'::es deep mixed l ayers and may 
be connected to the deepest oceanic mixing. A background 
unde r standing o f tt:e processes tcat geneya t e and inf l uence 
convect jon js valuable for this s t udy and t he Arctic regime is a 
prime loc<lt i on for this purpose. 
SURFACE HEAT BALANCE 
'l'he AYc l:ic Ocean in-: l uences global excr.anges and c l im<l t e. 
This influence is manifested through the loca l radiation ba l ance 
by d j sposing of eXCell!3 heat produced in the tropics and sub ­
trop i cs. Anothe:r. inf l uence i s thrcugh theymoha l ine circulation . 
?igure 3a, from Aagaard and Carmack (1 994), is a llchematic 
depicting processes t.hat modu late var j cus fLlxell in the Arctic 
lieat fluxes in t.he A:::-ctic Ocean oecu!.· pyi mayi l y <llong lhe 
periphery where l eads, polynyas and seasona l open water a!:""eas 
a l ) ow the heat exchange to take place. The interioy of the 
Arctic Ocean experiences a considerably smaller annual 
surface heat flux due to stratification from 50-l50m (Aagaard and 
Carmack, 1994~. Because of this, vertical diffusion rates are 
reduced and the surface waters of the upper water celumn are 
insulated from the warmer Atlantic layer below. This 
stratification restricts convective and surface layer r.tixing to 
depths generally less than SOm (Aagaard and Carmac:", 1994). This 
buffering of the heat in the Atlant.ic layer by the stratification 
is the principal rRason why the A:::-ctic Ocean maintains a year -
round ice cover. 
Aagaard and Carmack (1994 ) suggest that anomalously warm 
inflow from the Bering Strait and/or flow from the continem:al 
shelves result s in near su:::-face temperatures being above the 
freezing point even during the winte:::-. Changes in vertical 
st:::-ucture could be initiated from this positive temperature 
anomaly which could have significant impact on convective and 
diffusive fluxes of salt and sensible heat across the pycnocline 
and the mixed-layer interface . Ice model sensitivity studies 
(e.g . Maykut and Unteysteiner, 1971) indicate that an increase 
in the vertical heat flux may reduce ice cover that could change 
the surface and atmospheric radiation heat balances. The most 
signif i can t: facLor is t hat strong stratification has a direct 
impact on the ir.e cover and consequently upon air-sea fluxes of 
heat and momentum. 
CONVECTIVE OVERTURNING 
Surface-driven convection is dependent upon ice conditions 
and prevailing stratification . Winter cooling a::one is unable to 
drive cCl'.vection to the bottom ot t:'le deep basins of the polar 
seas due to the strongly oltable conditions created by low 
salinity surface water overlying significantly mcre llaline wate r . 
Figure 3b depicts the circulation and waLer mass structure in the 
Arctic OceaYl. Jr.e forlf.ation is reduced when intense surface 
cocling preduces denser saline water which sinks and destablizes 
the wate r column . This causes heat diffusion that reduces the 
sur-:=ace ice cover. The G:::-eenl and Sea is known to be a major deep­
wate~ formation area, with t he largest ciensity gradient found 
close to the sea surface (Aagaard eL al., 1985) . It appears that 
convection in the Greenland and Iceland Seas is conditioned by 
freshwater export from t he Arctic Ocean (Aagaard and Carmack, 
1.989). It is hypothesized that at some level of increafled export, 
convection would cease due to increased buoyancy. No rthward 
transport of At lantic water would decrease, ar.d t he ice cover 
would spread southward. Conversely, i f the supply of freshwater 
to the Arctic were to decrease, the stt."a t ification in the 
Eurasian basin might weaken. Increased convection would result 
that would enable more effective northward heat transport and 
a consequent decrease in ice cover . 
Open - ocean convection in the Greenland Sea and near ­
boundary convection around the perimeter of the Arctic Ocean 
represent the two major sources of deepwater formation . As 
depicLed in Figure 3b, open - ocean convection in the Greenland 
gyre may reach the bottom, whi le j n the Iceland Sea, convection 
reaches onl y to mid -depth. The isopycna l s in Figure 3b separate 
surface , intermediate and deep waters. There is evidence that 
there is shelf water of sufficient density in the wint er to 
displ ace deep water, but no actual observations of convection 
along the continent al slope exist (Aagaard et a1., 1985). 
Although the production of deep and intermediate waters 
necessary to dr i ve circulations such as those depicted in 
F i gure 3b a r e not wel l understood , a recent theory proposes a 
precondition i ng phase whi ch slowly removes the initial 
strat i fica t ion fol l owed by a deep mixing phase w:nere local heat 
fluxes deepen the mixed layer to 1500m or more (Pawlowicz 
al . , 1995) . 
Dur i ng t he deep mixing phase, vertical velocit i es can 
reach 2 -10cm/s, and as this water sinks, it a l so spreads 
horizontal l y . Deep convective plumes are capable of 
transporting and mixing water over hundreds of meters in a Lime 
f rame of hours to days (Aagaard and Carmack, 1989). As deep 
convection takes place, across-isopycnal advection produces 
intermediate and Doctom water and E; trongly inf l uences the 
verticdl struct ure of deep water masse s . 'T'hese water rnasses 
eventually influence the deep circulation patterns which have 
an ef f ect on t he meriniana l heat transport witi:lin the 
(Paluskiewicz et al. 1 994) . 
The equation of st<.lte for the density of sea wacer is 
hig~ly nonl inear for cold wat.er near freezing. Of particul<.lr 
i rr.portance is the thermobar i c etfect, in whi<.:h the t.hermal 
expaw:; ion is h i ghly dependent upon depth or presE;ure. The 
thermobaric effect can result in two cypes of conditional 
ins tabilities. A parcel instability or a layer instabi l ity 
e<.lch have che capabi l ity to release seaE;onally stored po t ential 
energy. For either of t.heE;e instabilities to occur a w",-t.er 
parcel or water column that was hydrostatically s t able at. the 
surface ~ust slnk and become hydrostatically unstable with 
depth (Gdrwood et a l ., 1994). A parcel instability occurs when 
a parcel in che mixed layer penetrates below a critical depth 
and attains a density greater than t~at of the surrounding 
The parcel may then cont inue co sink through the mixed 
layer "'-nd penetr<.lte the pycnocline (Garwood et al . , 1994). 
a layer instahility, downwelling initiat.ed by large-scale 
convergence or by preconditioning associa t ed with larger scale 
dYllamics f orces the whole layer to subside. This mechanism may 
be respons i ble for convective p l umes even when there is no 
sur f ace fo-::cing (Ga:::waon e t: 0.1., 1994). 
HALOCLINE 
In the Arctic Ocean, the halocline is a layer of cold water 
three to four times as thick as the upper low-salinity layer 
(Figure 4a). At cold temperatures, density becomes much more 
salinity-dependent; thus, the halocline is coinc i dent with the 
pycnocline. The halocline acts as an i.nsulating barrier and 
inh i hits the upward heat flux from the warm Atlantic layer 
preventing it from mixing with the colder upper layer and thus 
reducing the potential sensible heat influence on the ice cover 
and atmosphere. The isohaline layer establishes the depth 
limitation of convective mixing created by salt separation during 
f reezing {Aagaard et al., 1981}. If the convection is strong 
enough, it can deepen the halocline. It was previously believed 
that the halocline was maintained hy a mixture of surface and 
Atlantic waters but this mixture could not account for the cold 
temperatures measured in the upper halocline . salinity values as 
high as those discovered in the upper halocline are never found 
very close to the surface in the central Arctic, and a mixed 
layer source 1s unlikely (Coachman and Barnes, 1962). «igure 4b 
depicts a possible (f.echanism for halocline maintenance where cold 
(near the freezing point) sa l ine (31 psu or more) water is 
advected from peripheral sources such as the continental slope 
and submarine canyons. The distribution of nutrien::.s in ::he upper 
halac1ine is further evidence tha t advection may be taking place 
(Aagaar d et a1 . , 1981.) . 
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III. OBSERVATIONS OF CONVECTION 
Observations of convf'ction are very limi ted and few 
experiment s have yielded positive results. Exper imen:.s by 
Schott et:. al (1 993) anr. Scott and Killwor:.h (1991) 
presented as exarrples t hat have signi f icantly improved our 
unc.erstanding of deep oceanic-: convection in the Polar Seas . 
A. ADCP OBSERVATIONS 
During the winter of 1988 -198'3 f ive acoustic doppler current 
profilers (ADCPj were rr.oored in the central Greenland Sea to 
measure currents tha:. may be associated with deep mixing and 
convection (Schott et al ., 1993). Two ADC? ' s scan:1ed upward 
f rom about 300m with attached thermistor strings, which 
recorded temperature strati:: ication from 60-260m. Two ADCP's 
scanned downward from 208m and one scanned upward from ll,OOm. 
The mean wind conditions were northerly due to high pressure 
over Greenland ar.d lower prefl!:lUre over t:.he At.lantic Ocean. The 
Europear. Center f or Medium-Range WeaLher Forecasts (ECM'NP) 
model provided wind stress fields and heat ::lux components at 
six-hour time i ntervals. During the f~ ll to winter of 1988 the 
i ce expanded eastward from the east coast of Green l and. By 
late December the ice-covered region reached its farthest 
extent (Fi gure 5 ). In mi d - Jan"vla ry an a rea of lcc - free water 
began to form creat ing a long wedge 0:: ice curle d around the 
central Greenland Sea called "is odden," and che ice-free area 
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enclosed by it cal l ed "nordbukta". The central Greenland Sea is 
an i'l.rea of significant doming, both isopycnal and isothermal. 
The OC isotherm rises from below 500m depth to above SOm over 
a distance often less than 100km. Due to doming, the surface 
mixed layer depth in t he center of this region is at a minimum 
and it is here that s tability can most readily be overcome by 
the surface cooling, evaporaLion or brine rejection (SChoLt et 
a l . 1993). At mooring position 319, with the onset of ice 
coverage, cooling to near - freezing temperatures thickened the 
mixed layer from 6em in late November to 200m in late January. 
Over this time period, salinity within the mixed layer 
increased, thus reducing stabili ty and preconditioning the 
water column for deep mixing. 
Figure 6a depicts a time series of unfiltered vertical 
velocity data from September 1988 to April 1989 from 160m depth 
at station 319 . A mean bias was present which was i'l.lways 
negative due to internal ADCP data processing. There was a 
diurnal cyc l e (mean amplitude of 1 cm/s) , part i cularly 
noticeable below the surface mixed layer in September-October 
and in February-March due to vertical IT.igration of zooplankton 
scatterers. The velocity variations of interest were short 
period fluctuations wi th amplitudes larger than the diurnal 
cyc le which occurred November 17-23 and February 14-16. High­
frequency variance of the vertical velocity (W, ") in 
homogeneous water i s a good indicator of convective activity. 
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"~gun~ 6b depicts the bar:d pOl.sscd (pe~iods >6 and <2 hours 
el irlinated; variance 0:: ver:icd: velocity for severa=- depths ot 
each of the five l\.DC'P's. ':'he firs:: 011,2 event at s::ation 3=-9 
oc:cur:::ed in early October simU=-:dlleously wi::h the first cooling 
even: of t~'le sea'iOIl. J\ovemhey's prOllOUnCec. pedk occ:u:::red in 
conjunc::icn with a hurst of no:::therly winds and second Btrong 
cool ing event 0':. the season. These fluctuations we:::e dete:!OT1ined 
::0 he in::ernal waves gene::.-ated by convective ac::ivity in the 
shal=-ow mixed ldyer w:'lE'-re cooled fluid pdrce=-s impinged on the 
strati fied water below. :::n =-ate January, souL'lwa::.-d wind hurs::s 
with heat losses 0:: >500w/I':1' were COi:lcident with significan:: 
vertica: ve 1oei ty variance maxima. Mixed layer cieepening was 
observed during this period hut a correlation wiL'l particu:"ar 
downwdrd velocity events coulci not he e5:'abli5hed. Februa:::y 
'ng whi ch deepened the mixed laye::: to be:"ow 317rr, c:::ea:.ed 
a :"argc reglon of homogeneous water which was precor:ditioned 
ior :.;onvec:.ion suhsequently ohserved in ear~y to mid 
Marc~'l. On March 16 a sharp temperature cirop was recorded at 
sta::ion T6 i:-. ::.4COm dep:.:'l 0"' water (Figure 7a). Downward =:.iOIl 
reco:::ded DY l\DCP's was 3-~cm/s in hoth the 110C-1400m anci 200­
50 Om depth range (Figure '/b). C:vera~l the ,,),' valuE'-5 of the 
Greenland Sea in the winter 01 1988-1989 were small (..::2cm2 /s') 
below the nf>ar-surface layer. 
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B. TOWED THERMISTOR OBSERVATIONS 
Scott and Killworth (1991) analyzed experimental 
measurement s from a thermistor chain tow north of Iceland i n 
AUgust 1987, near 69'1<, l8'W. Supplementary data included seven 
close l y spaced CTD profiles from the same region taken 14 days 
prior to the chain tow. The chain was towed by the MV SEA 
SEl\RCH3R trans i ting at 4 knots in calm weather . F i g '..lre 8 shows 
two vertical co l d structures about 3km wide, These structures 
are distinguishable below the charac t eristic cold sub - layer of 
the reg i on, beginning at approximately 70m, Scott and Killworth 
call t he features "chimneys" which in this case contain water 
that is l, 2C cooler than surrounding water, and extend to the 
maximum depth of the chain data (270 - 280m) , This situat i on is 
atypical in that the atmospheric boundary l ayer p l ays no role 
in the exchange of water between layers, I n this case the 
surface l ayer at about +7, 5C is de - coupled from the chillU1eys by 
the cold sublayer, which attains a minimum of about - 1 , 5C at 
around 30 - 40m depth, No influence of the chillU1eys is detectable 
in the warm surface layer, I t is not c l ear how t hese features 
were produced, The surface is capped by the warm surface layer, 
th'..ls reducing the possibility of air - sea interaction as a 
forcing mechanism, Scott and Ki l lworth speculated that the 
lateral density contrast between a chimney and i t s environment 
was around (),01kg/m', although the change in ambient 
stratification through which the chimney sank was significantly 
1 4 
greater than this value. Thus. the water in t he chimney could 
on l y sink a fraction of the vertica l distance observed before 
becoming neutrally lltable. The dilerr.ma is that the crlimneys do 
not appear to be dense enough to si.nk to obse!:"ver. depths, and 
the llurrounding water is too ,-;tabl y stratified . Other 
possibi l ities explored by Scott and Killworth included double 
diffusion and lateral double diffusion but both these theories 
lacked supporting evidence. 
Al though many quest i ons !:"emain on how these chimneys a!:"e 
produced, the chimneys form an important link between the 
surface and the deep ocean. Schott et aI's . experirr.ent involved 
a Eu l erian approach util i zing moored instruments, whi le Scott 
and Ki l lworth u tilized a Lagrangian approach with towed 
in,-;truments. Both are va l uable data sets of observed convection 
but represent expensive and difficu l t means to acquire data 
that can be ac.verse l y impacted by poor weather. Hazardous 
surface conditions wi l l not impede a submarine from co l lecting 
data; in fact, it wou l d increase tr.e likelihood of encountering 
turbulence. 
IV. THEORY AND SIMULATION 
One component o f acceleration acting on a submarine is 
gravity. Observations of apparf'nt gravity by a submarine will 
include verLical accelerations that may be attributable to 
oceanic turbulence . For this reason, gravity observations are 
of interest here. Gravitational force is an attracting force 
which exerts an influence between the earth and every object 
that is located within, on or above the earth's surface. All 
objects within or on the earth's surface follow a circular path 
due to the earth I s rotation, and in doing so exert an outward 
force, the centrifugal reaction. The sum of the gravitational 
force and centrifugal reaction acting upon an object is called 
gravity. The gravitational force is significantly greater than 
thf' centrifugal reaction and thus causes an object to have 
weight. If the object is free to fall. the acceleration 
experienced by that object as it moves t.oward the center of the 
eart.h is called the acceleration of gravit.y, which is the 
quanr;it.y observed when gravity measurements are made. G force 
is a term used in aviation associated wi th acceleration due to 
gravity in an aircrafL. A G facr;or of indicates the 
acceleration due to the attraction of the earth and is 
considered a neutral condition. A G factor of one is 
approximately equal t.o one thousand gals, a unit named aft.er 
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Ga l ileo . The mi l ligal (mg) , one - thousandth of a gaL is 
cOlmnonly used for the s:nall variations in accele:::ation measured 
In this type of study. One gal .is equal to one centimeter per 
second squared. 
Two different types of gravity measurements Can be recorded; 
absolute gravity and :::elative gravity. If the value of 
acce l eration ot gravity can be determined at the point of 
measurement directly f:::om t he data observed at that point, the 
gravity measurement .is absolute. If only the differences in the 
acceleration of g!:'"avity are measured between two or more 
points, the gravity :neasurement is relative. 
1. Gravi ty Measurement 
Gravity measurement onboard a submarine is an involved 
p!:'"ocess which attempts to attenuate the ef f ects of random 
submarine ve r tica l motion to ultimately !:'"ecord the earth's 
gravity for navigational purposes. The is 
complicated by several disturbing fo:::ces which produce a 
signif.icant erro::: contribution. Mays and Falchet ti (1978) 
performed a gravity measurement analysis where they developed 
an equation t o relate the g r avity measurements to presurveyed 
map reference values . The Naval Air Development Cen t er Gravity 
Range was used to generate reference va .1 ues for comparison with 
measured gravity values. Their analysis is p:::ese n ted as an 
example ot one method of processing gravity and the many 
considerat i ons that are i nherent in its calculation. 
Gravity measurements collected by a submarine include actual 
gravity plus effects of disturbing forces, including ocean 
turbulence . To minimize the effect of these forces on the 
gravi ty measurements, compensation equations have been 
developed . A representative statistical model of the gravity 
anomaly field used in conjunction with compensation equat ions 
we:!;"e used by Mays and Falchetti (1978) t o estimate residual 
error terms. The obj ective o f gravit y processing is t o apply 
compensation/ filtering techniques to minimize the errors that 
the terms in (1), which relat e s the gravit y measurements to t.he 
presurveyed map reference values, may introduce. 
" (t) -G,..P (XU! , Yuf , 0 ) -TxG•• pI5X,X,." Y,." O) (1) 
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The inertial accelerometer mounted onboard a moving 
submarine senses a force "a". The instrument ' s sensitive axis 
is aligned to t.he local vertical axis . The force "a" is t.he sum 
of the t.rue gravity f ield Gtcue ' the kinematic vertical 
accelerat.ion vector Z~r"~. tidal accelerations Eticc, , and 
i nstrumentation r.oise E j This yields,• 
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is Lhe Lrue ilcce~eraLiun posiLiun vector 
and ~ime dependencies are imp~icit. 
Mays Clod Fal chet::i expressed the ':::urce "a" in terms of the 
valLe u f qraviLy given by the applicable refe~ence surface map. 
the reference s:lrface map vilIue, is a ::unction of the 
horizontal c=:::"dina::es un~y and dl':'':'ers from the ::IUe :::ield due 
La su~vcy errors ~"r\X'~" " 'Y""'"'O) and downward CO::1tinua:: i on 
corrections which re:ate measuremenLs at dept~ ::0 measurerr.ents 
o n t~e sc.:ctace. Due to ::he inability tu aCC"Jrate:y deterrT.::':w 
:::le dow:lwa.::d continuation correct i on "'<.k,,, , a ~esidLal e~ror 
is =-ncluded. '1'his yie:ds: 
G.~," (X"u~ ' Y"u' O) -GLr., . {XU,_ . ' Ycr_ ' z,,, . } +Gdo ,," (X,co o' 
YtL1lC' Z,no) +Ea._ (X'r" ~ ' Y,,"u ' Z,,"" . ) .E,...p (Xcr,,~' Y,ru.' 0) 
Although the ::::::Lle position vector and vertical accelerations 
are never actually detc:c:nined, they are rela::ed to the 
reicrC:1CC 9usltiu:l by: 
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Navigation errors, depth gauge errors and lever arm effects 
between the navigation sensor uni t s and the gravity sensor 
contribute to the disparity between true position vector and 
reference position. Position error dependenc i es in E~..., p and E<h"'l1 
are considered second order effects and can be neglected. 
Sensor motion effects can be grouped into one category known as 
Eotvos effects and translationa l vertical acceleration ef f ects 
due to direct displacement of t he submarine as measured by the 
Submarine Inertial Navigation System along the local vertical 
Eotvos is characterized by bias wh i ch could not be 
eliminated wi th fil tering techniques; thus a measurement 
compensation technique was introduced which will not be 
discussed here. 
Equation (1) defines the terms which relate the presurveyed 
map reference values to the gravity measurements. Measur ement 
t e rms whose spectral content exceed the spectrum of the local 
gravi t y field can, through f i ltering, have their effects 
attenuated with no loss of useful gravity data. Measurement 
terms whose spectral content overlaps the gravity f ie l d 
8pectrum cannot be fi l tered without inducing distor t i on to the 
gravi ty field measurements . To correct this, deterministi c 
compensat ion procedures must be employed or their eftects must 
be tolera t ed . 
2. Gravity Measuring System 
The equipment used Lo measu!:'e and record gravity data in the 
Mays and FalchPctti analysis was the BGM-J Gravity Measuring 
System designed by Bell Aerospace Division, Textron Corporac::ion 
for shipboard operat:.ions. The gravity measuring accelerometers 
onboard the submarine which recorded the observed gravity data 
for this st:.udy f unct ion s imilar to the BGM-J. Two functional 
groups make up the gravity measuring system; the gravimet:.ric 
sensor group and the data acquisition group . 
The gravimetric sensor group consis:::s a::: a sensor and sensor 
electronics unit, stabilized platform a nd platform electronics 
unit . It measures forces along the local vertical axis and 
converLs the measurements into a digital forIT.at to fac i litate 
compatibility with the data acquisition group . The primary 
component of this sensor group is the Bell Model XI 
accelerometer mo unted in a vertical con':iguration on the system 
stabilized platform. Gravity and other accelerations all 
influence the accelerometer along the measurement:. axis. The 
earth ' s gravity field covers a range from approximately 978 to 
98J gal. The sensor systcrr. opecates in a range of ±1 4 gals 
either side 0::: the ear:::h's nominal gravity valup. of 980 gal. 
The full range of the accelerometer output signal is 0 to 994 
ga), b 'clt limi':::i.ng the system t_o the narrower range o f 966 to 
994 gal provides measurements wi th increased resolut::ion. 
Sensor drifL rate estimates calculat.:.ed by a calibration 
pr8cedure that relates sensor measu::-ements to the gravity 
force. The biased analog signal is converted to a digital 
signal in a pulse rate cOnverter (PRC) and then ::.::-ansfe~red t.o 
the data acquisitior. system. Tb.e PRC contains a 33 second RC 
lag filter that attenuates high frequency vertical 
accelerations created by submarine dynamics with a frequency 
~ange outside the gravi::.y measurement range of interest . The 
low pass filter's function is to prevent sat.u~ation of the PRC 
oscillator . 
The stabilized plat.form isolates the gravity sensor f~om the 
roll and pitch dynamics of tb.e submarine motion in order to 
maintain the senso::- - sensitive axis collinear with true local 
vertical. 
The data acquisition group collects, filt.ers, scales, time 
tags, and :::·eco::-ds the gravit.y data measured by the gravimetric 
sensor group . A calculator controls the data acquisition system 
by interfacing the system data buffe~ with t.he data recording 
equipment. The buffe~ receives gravity data from the PRC and 
accuIT,ulates sets of one-second pulses in a binary counter. The 
gravity pulse counts are p~oportional to a one-second gravity 
measurement in milligals. The proportionality factor is a 
function of the sensor bias, scale factor and drift rate. 
In addition to gravity, the gravity measuring system also 
recordB dist1.Arbing forces due to submarine dynamics with 
respect to time. In order to accurately account for these 
forces , the dynamics of the submarine must be measured . 
Precise knowledge of the gravity mea5uring system ' s three­
dimensional position with respect to :.ime is essentia l to 
rela:.e gravi ty measu:r-ements to presurveyed re fe rence maps of 
sea - level gravity versus position. The submarine'S navigation 
system collects the necessary parameters to calcula:.e these 
relationships. I.atitude, longitude, velocity, depth, time and 
attitude are recorded independently of the gravity measurement 
system. 
In this study, relative gravity measured onboard a submarine 
will be one of the principal variables examined. As discussed, 
several disturbing f orces will have adverse effects on the 
signal . The filtering techniques aut".omatically applied by the 
measur-ing system may inadvertently rew.ove or distort the signal 
that is sought in this study. In this study we will examine 
t h e usefulness of submarine accelerometer data and whether 
t h ese ef f ects can be understood and not obscure :.he signal 
potentia l ly associated witI'. ocean turbulence. 
LARGE EDDY SIMULATION MODEL AND THE FROZEN EDDY HYPOTHESIS 
The principal objective of this section is to describe the 
Large Eddy Simulation :LES; model and how i t is used in th::'s 
study. We would l ike to simulate mOLion of the submarine 
through the LES fielc.. and develop methods for comparing the 
model produced data with the submarine observations of velocity 
and acceleration. The Eddy" hypothesis is also 
described; a scale analysis is performed whick'. allows a 
hypothetical submarine to be driven through the LES-simulated 
convective field, mapping the field by taking "snapshots" of 
the turbulence field "frozen" in time. 
1. LES Model 
The LES model has evolved as a very useful tool to help 
oceanographers sLudy complex geophysical flows. The model is 
nonhydrostatic and predicts the turbulent velocity, temperature 
and salinity fields in high Reynolds number flows. Mixed layer 
and pycnocliue processes may be simulated, realistically 
representing the turbulence that a submarine might experience. 
The LES simulates the large eddies but parameterizes the 
sma l l est eddies. For highly turbulent flows, this model 
parameterization requires that the grid size falls within the 
inertial subrange of the turbulence. Smaller eddies are less 
flow dependent and conLain a smaller amount of energy. As 
eddies become sma l ler through the turbulent cascade process , 
they become less dependent on the large scale flow and 
contribute litt l e to the overall transport of momentum and 
heat . The parameterization of small eddies serves primarily 
to dissipate the turbulent kinetic energy of the large scales 
t hrough the use of a nonlinear eddy viscosity. Moeng (1984) 
provided tl'.e original code for the LES model. Garwood et a l ., 
(l'l91) modified the model for use in oceanic deep convection 
by adding a prognostic equation for salinity ana including the 
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pressure dependence fa:: t h e thermal expansion coefficienL in 
t he equation of state. 
The Bouf;sinesq equations plus heat and salir,ity budgets are 
used explicitly to calculate the three dimensional large- eddy 
veloci t y (u,v,and ware t:r.e easterly. northeTly and vertical 
velocity COr.1po:lenLt;, respectively), c;alinity (5) and potential 
temperature (6) fie lds . 
Eere f is t he vertical Coriol is parameter, and 20.y is t h e 
hor i zontal Coriolis parameLer . The eddy mixi ng coefficients 
(K,. s,e ) are used to parameterize the subgrid scale fluxes that 
are t ime and space-dependent. 
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2. "Fro zen Eddyn Hypothesis 
The "F~ozen Eddy" hypothesis was used for s imulat ion of a 
submarine driven through a t u rbulent conv~ctive field . The 
governing premise of t his hypothesis is that the speed of t he 
suhmarine (Us) is large enough so that an eddy appears 
invariant with time (Jw/ilt negligible) and the total derivative 
(dw/dt ) is dominated by the produ ct of the change in vertical 
veloci t y along the d i rection of mot ion (Vw/(lx) and the speed of 
the t;ubma~ine (equation 2 ) . A physical anal ogy of t h i t; premise 
would b e an ant , moving rapidly through a corn field , would not 
see a n y c hanges in the local field (aw/2t) ; that is , the ant 
would no t see the co~n grow i ng due to i t s own fast speed 
through t he field . Conve~sel y, an ant moving very slowly 
through the field would see local changes in the field, and t he 
l ocal evolution of the field could not be ignored . Equation (2) 
governs vertical acceleration expe~ienced by the submarine 
where x it; t he horizontal coordinate parallel to the 
submarine's course and posit i ve in t he direction of mot i on . 
The hypothes i s is ef::ective i f t h e local evolution of the 
v eloci t y ::ield is much leSt; than the product o f the speed of 
the submarine and the ra t e at whic:-t turbulence changes in 
space. 
For this scale ana l ysis, 1 represents the time sca l e of the 
eddieu 0:::- turbulence and w· is the ve:::-tical velocity scale . 
A., represents t h e spatial scale of the e ddies or turbulence . 
h is equa l to the rrixed layer depth and iu the approximate size 
Lik.ely vaLles f o r mixe d layer depth and the speed of the 
submarine wi l l be used to cal culate the ratio of mixed layer 
depth and speed of t_he subnarine. This scaling f actor wi ll be 
of use f or comparis<:>n wi th typica l time scales for turbu l er.ce. 
T»~- 100 m - 2000 m T» 20 s ; 400 s 
U" Sm/s 
,.( represents the turbulenc velocity scale, which is useful 
fo!: an approximate cal culation of the time scale for turbul ence 
( 1 ). 
T - ~ 1- 100m - 2000 m _1 04s _ 4xl04s 
W' .O l m/s - . 05m/s 
The period 1 of 10' s is much great.er t han 20s, and t here f ore 
the assumption that t.he local changes in the f ield are 
insignificant due t o the speed of the submarine is a good one. 
The rate at which turbulence changes with time is so sma] 1 that 
the whole picture can be resolved by U, (aw/ax) . 
C. LES MODEL DATA ANALYSIS 
The LES model of Garwood et al. (1994) uses a three 
dimensional domain 2 . 0 7Skm deep(z) with 6 .4km on each axis in 
t he horizontal (x and y) . The model has 4 1 vertical levels and 
a 1 28 by 128 mat.rix of evenly spaced horizontal grid points , 
having a. reso l ution of SOI~ in the horizontal. Initial 
s u rface tempera:.ure was :3 OC and sea surface salinity was 
34 . 85ps u. Hor.izont al boundary conditions are doubly periodic. 
Surface condit i on is fllip, with constant wind stress applied ; 
the bottom boundary condition is no slip. The temperature 
field is freely advected by the buoyancy driven convection. 
The si:tlulat i onfl were run until statistical equilibrium was 
achieved in each case . The two simulations consisted of a low 
wind and a hig:1 wi::1d case which boch had 400wat t s/m' surface 
heat loss . The LES sim',llations depict a high latitude area in 
the wint er with deep convection corresponding to a deep 2000m 
mixed layer . The low wind case (Figure 9) represer,ts buoyant 
or free convect i on only, while the high wind case (Figure 10) 
is a combination of forced and free convection. 
Ir:: order to make statistical compa!:'isons with actual 
acceleratlonc; observed aboard a submarine a hypothetica l 
massless submarine was dr i ven through the "frozen" LES~ 
computed field at level 3 (125m) and the spectra for the 
vertical velocity field were computed, Figures (9) and (lO) . 
In all L:::':S slnulations, kinetic energy is introduced at lower 
wavenumbe!:'s (k). I n Figure (9) the spectral energy density 
(3 . 8e-03(m)/s2) peaks at approximate l y k'" 1 . 2e - 03(1/m). 
Following t he peak, energy begins to drop off with a n 
approximate k- ( - 5/3) power law spectral shape. Through the 
inert i a::' subrange, energy cascades frOI:1 larger to smaller 
edd i es toward higher wavenumbers. Beyond k=6.De - 03 (J./m) 
curbulent energy is dissipated by smaller eddies. The 
pronounced energy peak corresfX)nds to a horizon:.al waveleng:.h 
of about lOOOm which is related to the depth of mixing . The 
depth of the mixed layer is approximately double the inverse 
of the wavenuml..>er value (l.:!e-03 (lIm)) corresponding to the 
peak energy. Thus, the mixed layer is about 1700m deep due :'0 
strong thermal forcing and subsequent free convection. With 
peak energy at a horizontal wavelength of 850m, this indicates 
that at approximately every 850m ano:.her convective plume 
would be expected. 
The high wind case (Figure 10) has a similar profile with 
a broad energy peak from k. .. 5.0e-04 to 9.0e - 04{1/m) and 4 . 5e ­
03 (m'/s2). In this spectrum, energy is spread out over a larger 
scale . Due to the added influence of momentum flux caused by 
stronger winds, more energy is present, evident by the larger 
area under the curve or the larger integral of the spectrum. 
In view of this wind driven convective spectrum, observed 
turbu l ence data created from similar forcing may display a 
similar profile, and the energy may assume a larger - scale 
!:lroad peak. energy distribution versus a smaller and more 
peaked profile than if i :. were solely forced by buoyancy . 
Ignoring the hypothetical submarine's mass and length, the 
re l at i ve acce l eration at gravity of the submarine (g ' ,) is 
equa l to dw/dt which from the frozen eddy hypothesis can be 
approxi\\\ated by U, (ow/ax). This y i elds : 
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The signal f rom which the spectrum of Figures (9) and (10) 
came [rom can be de5cribed by f ,=l\. sin(kx) with A equal to 
t.he amp l itude of the signal and k eql:.al to the wavenumber. A 
sin (kx) equal i5 di::ferentiated, 
(Ow/ax) =Akcos (kx ). This yields: 
ow 
g , - u . ~ - U,Akcos (kx) 
Due to the multiplication of the ampli t ude (A) by the 
wavenumber (k) upon differentiation of w, the higher 
frequencies are more heavily weighted . The LES spectTa of 
dw/dt for f~ee and wind d~ive;l convection are eepicted in 
Figures (11) a :ld (12). In both cases peak energy is more than 
two oreers of magnitude less than the w spectra and has 
shi fted 5l i gr_tly to h i gher wavenumbers. This woul d indicate 
that the predominant wavelength of these accelerations is 
shor:.er and consequently thei r frequencies are higher . Due to 
the larger amount of energy present in the higher frequencies, 
tur:)ulence should be looked for i n this region of an 
acceleration sig:lal whi ch is ar::alogous to (dw/dt). Thus , the 
more high - energy high frequency portion of the (dw/dt) spectra 
is the suspec'.:.ed range of wavenumbers for turbulence and 
!:"epresents '.:.he most significant Yegion of the differen'.:.iaLeci 
signal. 
V. ANALYSIS OF SUBMARINE RECORDED DATA 
(Gravity Survey System) data from a submdrine 
provided for t his research by the Program Managenent Office , 
Strategic Systems Programs in Great Neck, New York. The data 
was recorded onboard aU. S . Navy ballistic missi l e submarine 
that was conductin g operations 200 t o 3eO nautical mi l es east 
of Cape Ca:1averal, Florida in the summer of 19 94 . Detai l s 
concerning the submarine's operations were not rrBde available 
due to classification consideratio:1s, bet are not. required for 
this initia l sturiy . We had specifically requested gravity data , 
but data from the Subma.::-ine' s I nertial NavigatioIl Systen (SINS) 
and a keel depth sensor were also included. 
A. NAVIGATION DATA 
The navigational data extends fo:::, a pe:::'iod of 5. B days 
wi t h a sampling rate of 2 seconds (",t=2s). A t i me - i:1tegrated 
t hree component i.lcceleroReter Reasllred east (ul, north (v), dnd 
vertical (10.') velocities o;.s par t of the S INS . These terms 
represent the ship-to - g round inertial velocity componer.ts and 
were measured in f eet per second (f t/s). Correction fdctors for 
the accelerometers dre unk:1own. velocity of t.he SUbmarine with 
respect to the water was recorded :Oy two sensors locat ed faye 
"-TId aft On the submarine. A yrcssure sensor calibrat.ed to 
co.r-!:'ect for position of the keel measured how milch wa ter was 
overhead to record keel dept h data i n fee t (ft). 
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To find turbulence, the mixed layer is a good location due 
to :no:nentum and heat fluxes driving convection in that region 
of the ocean. A,; displayed by the kee l depth record (Figure 
13a), the submarine operated for short time segments at. 
standard dept.h 1 (SDll which is located in the mixed layer and 
for longer time segments at standard depths 2, 3 and 4. 
Idea l l y , submarine data from the winter time at. higher 
] atitudes woul d most like l y show evidence of t urbu l ence . Never 
the less, the dat.a provided gives a representative "background" 
acce l eration fie l d to compare with LES predictions. Based on 
the XBT soundings (shown l ater) and climatology a mixed layer 
with appreciable depth was not present and tr.e submarine ­
recorded dat a was mostly a t depths in the thermocline, be l ow a 
shallow mixed layer. Data from bot h a turbulent source and a 
nonturbulent source would be useful t o contrast and compare. 
Figure 13b depicts the SINS vertica l velocity (w) 
converted to meters per second (m/s) for the entire record . 
This figure also displays 1:he submarine r s speed and keel depth 
converted to m- k - s units for the ent.ire record . With a 2 second 
sampling rate, a very large amount of data was recorded . Out of 
the three components of velocity the SINS provides, w was of 
primary interest. The vertical velocity (w) reflects the 
submarine ' s vertical fluctuat i ons in position. It is a measure 
o f oot.n t.he f l ow around the submarine and what the subm3rine 




1. Vertical Velocity Data (w ) 
Four time segment.s of r:he datd, in which the su:Omarine 
ll',aintained a re l a Lively constant depth, were extracted to 
examine i n detail. The segme:lts were standard depth J. (SOl, 
very shallow and probably within the rrdxed l ayer), stancard 
cepth 2 (802, shallow and below t.he mixec layer), stancard 
depth 3 (S03, mid· depth and be l ow 802) and standard depth 4 
(801 , deep and below SD3). This segmentation of the data 
i mproved management of the very large amount of data , and it 
enabled the comparison of cifferent regimes. It is possible 
t hat the submarine transitec an area with some type of active 
turbulence forcing which could then be contrasted with transit 
areas of known stably stratified wat er. Once the data segments 
were extractec, several variables were a na lyzed. 
S'Jbmarine speed versus t ime, vertica l velocity (w) versus 
ti me and w versus distance for al l four standard ciepths are 
displayed in Figures 1.4, l5, l6 anc l7, respec t ively . Since L.he 
speed o f the submari ne varied from near zero to about 8m/s, w 
for each case is shown as a function of distance to eliminate 
t he speed of the submarine as a source of variability in the 
signa l . When w is plot~_ed versus distance (Figures l1c, l5c,l6c 
and 1·7e) , the var i ability of thc fluctuations in amplitude may 
be due to a variabl e reaction of t he submarine to speed through 
the water . As the submar ine moves faster, its response to 
st.cering or to ex:..crnal distu~bances appear to be faster than 
when the submarine is traveling more slowly. The submarine 
appears to behave dynamically different at different speeds as 
reflected in the fluctuations in the amplitude of w. Examining 
the w time series reveals that SD4 has a l ower frequency signal 
relative to SD3, and S03 has a lower frequency signal relative 
to S02, and S02 has a l ower frequency relative to SOl. The 
higher frequency signal and also much higher amplitude of SOl 
may be influenced by a combination of surface gravity waves, 
internal waves and turbulence. As the depths increase and 
surface effects have less of an influence, the frequency of the 
signals for S02, SD3 and SD4 all decrease, with SD4 exhibiting 
the lowest frequency. These frequency characteristics 
supported by their respective spectra. Figures 18, 19, 20, and 
21 display the windowed power spectral density versus wave 
number (k ) for SOl through S04, respectively. These plots show 
when each depth region begins to experience high frequency 
energy, possibly near the inertial subrange. S04 appears to 
enter the inertial subrange at approximately 1.0e-07w'· SD3 at 
1.oe - 06w'· S02 at about 1.Oe-05w' and SOl enters [.he subrange 
at about 8 . Oe-03w2 • 
2. XBT and Climatology Data 
climatological data was obtained for a large geographic 
area that encompasses the operating region of the submarine off 
the east coast of Florida. Comprehensive ocean/Atmosphere Data 
Set (COADS ) climatol ogical sea surface temperatures ranged from 
29.2C at the approxi mate weE; t.ern ext.ent of t he operdL i ng area 
to 27. Be a t the eas te rn extent for Ju l y. Te'1lperature prof i les 
f rom Lcvitu s cl i~ato logy were also exam i n e d and showed very 
shallow mi x e d l ayers in this region wit.h sc-dble :;;traci::ication 
below. The climat ologica l winds were light and variabl e. 
The expendable ba!:hythermograph {XBT} data {Figure 22) 
taken from two di f ferent locatior.s within the subrr.arine' s 
operat i onal area, during t he time of the submarine operation, 
depict shallow mixed layers and show that SDI may be in or 
just below the mixed layer. Based on these XBT data the region 
has a variable thermocline with a stably stratified mid-depth 
region which may correspond to SD2 and SD3. Buoyancy frequency 
(~l is a f unct ion of temperature and salinity, bu~ temperature 
dominates. SD3 wou : d have t he highest N. SD1's large amplitude 
f l uct u a t ions depicted in Figure 14c may be due to turbulence 
within the mixed layer. 8:)2' s ampli t ude fluctua t ions (Figure 
1 5 c) may be d u e to iYlt e rnal wave energy froll: ~he mixed layer 
above. SD3 I S amplitude fluctuations (Figure 1 6c) might be 
expected to be the smallest out of the four s t andard depth 
segments due to possessing the greatest stability (highest N), 
b u t i t does not appear so. Of the :our different segments, SD4 
displays the srr,allest amplitude flClctuations (Figure 1 7 c). 
B _ GRAVITY DATA 
The gravity data, for t he same time per i od consists of 
data : rom two s e parate gravity-measuring accelerometers (gma) 
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and "g!:'avity anoma l y from map" (G~aF )' The gma measurement 
cons i sts of the earth's gravity plus any accelerations the 
submarine experiences plus sensor noise. Figure 23a displays 
the entire gravity record (gmal) in units of milligals (mg). 
The gravity data was sampled at 36 second intervals ("t=36s). 
Gravity anomaly from map, provided to the submarine by Naval 
Oceanog!:'aphic Office, is the eart~'1' s true gravity field and is 
shown in Figure 23b. The submarine community's primary interest 
in gravity has been for navigational purposes. Typically the 
navigation information is extracted from a lower frequency 
signal with consistent trends that may reflect ocean bottom 
topography with significant gravity structure. The interest of 
this study was the higher frequency signal that may contain the 
vertical fluctuations of the submarine on a more rapid time 
scale of minutes and shorter. This can be seen in Figure 23c 
wr.ich is tr.e recorded gravity signal minus the earth's true 
gravity field (g~ap). 
The gravity data corresponding to the SD2 segment was 
chosen for further examination. The gravity record for SD2 
(Figure 24a), showed a distinct rise in gravity with a 
pror:linent peak followed by a dropoff over a 200 minute time 
period. This long wavelength feature is a depiction of the real 
gravity field as the submarine transited over a topographic 
fe atun~. "lith the earth's gravity (Figure 24.b) subtracted, the 
peak is removed and the remaining high frequency signal (Figure 
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21c) consists of acce l erations expe~ienced by the subrr.a:::- i ne. 
f'l.t:, discussed ear l ier. in the previ ous turbulent convection 
experiment by Schott et al. (199J), the variance 8£ vertical 
velocity (W,2) was used as a:1 i ndi cator for turbulence . 
those studies the vertical velocity data was recorded by 
stati.onary ADCP's. In this study three different instruments, 
gma , SINS and keel depth ",ensor, all measure vertical changes, 
recorciing ei ther acce l eration, velocity or depth, respectively. 
This provides flexibility and a gcod cross comparison 
capabi l i ty. Any of the three could be i ntegrated or 
differen1:iated to compare the different signals. Noise and 
other s i gnal SOurces could be evaluated and compared with the 
grav-i .ty signal to es':.abllsh its potential to detect turbulence. 
C. ANALYSIS AND COMPARISON OF OBSERVED W AND GRAVITY DATA 
Both t~'le gravity si~nal and the vertical velocity signal 
exhibit fluctuations which were d i sclissed ea::-lier in Secticn 
IV.A. These forces imposed upon tile subrr,a::-ine by the 
envirO:1ment, the submarine's own hydrodynamics interacting with 
the environment and "[~'le hUl'1.an input (e.g. planesman steering) 
are al l factors that can mask the desired signal reflecting the 
p::-esence of turbulence. One method to help reduce the influence 
of these effects was to locate segments of ccnstant submar ine 
speed. SD4 was chosen to make the comparison of the signa l s 
produced from the three different i nstruments. It was chosen 
because its signal lookeci the rr.ost u n i form in t ime . An 
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approximate constant speed section was extracted from SD4 
(Figure 17). Two approaches were available to corr.pare the three 
measured signa l s. The first was to integra:.e with respect to 
time the gravity s i gnal to compare to the vertical velocity 
signal and then to integrate both signals for comparison with 
the keel dep:.h signal. The second method was t.o differentiat.e 
with respect to time the keel depth signal for comparison with 
the vertical veloci:.y signal and :.hen differentiate bo:.h of 
those for comparison with the gravity signal. In order to 
eliminate the necessity :'0 detrend the signal and to reduce 
filtering, which could create aliasing, the differentiation 
method was chosen. Figure (25) displays the time differentiated 
keel depth (dkeel/dt) in the lower plot and the SINS vertical 
velocity signal in c.he upper plot. The signals had a 0.75 
corre l ation with the more distinctive peaks matching up fairly 
well. 
Figure 26b displays the second time differentiation of the 
keel depth (d-2keel/dt-2), 26c displays t he differentiated 
vertical velocity (dw/dt) and 26a displays the gravity signal, 
gmal. The noticeably longer period of the gravity signal is due 
to the 36 second sampling rate. The "boxy" look of t he keel 
depth signal evident in the differen:.iated signals is due to 
discretization. The sensor may not be very precise and the 
signal has a truncation factor which causes incremental jumps. 
Because this is indicaLive of a less accurate measurement, this 
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signal was not '.lsed for correlating wi th t he gravity slgnal. 
To i mprcve the corrpar1son of signal s that were sampled at 
d i fferent rates, dw/dt was averaged every 18 pointe; and 
subsampl e d every 36~ (Fig'.lre 27c). A correlat i on of 0.38 
between the di ff erent i ation of smoothed dw/dt and the gravity 
signal [Figure 27a ) was f ound. I n addition to the low 
correlation, the gri'l.vity signal amplitude is two orders o f 
magnitude le~s than the S I NS dw/dt signal. The gravity signal 
may b e subject to unspeci f ied darrping and/or noi se . In the 
BGYl - 3 grav1meter system t:le front end 0:: the PRC contains a 33 
second RC lag filter to attenuate high frequency vert ical 
accelerations caused by submar i ne hydrodynami clo; wi t h a 
frequency range outs i de the range o f the desired gravity 
rr,easurement (Mi'l.ys and Falchetti, 1978 ) . This may indicate that 
the h1gh f requency signal that is desired for this study is 
being f iltered out. The gravity meusuring accelerometers have 
s i mi lay filtering to the BGM·3 gravimeter (Epste i n, personal 
communicat i on. 1 995 ) . 
'":' ~e power spectral density (wL ) versus wave number was 
computed for all four standard depth segment~ . Figures 28 and 
29 display the spectrum for sm. and SD4 respectively . A large 
general incre ase in energy (pe ak), an energy de crease or 
dropoff and the wave nurrber area were all similar for standard 
depths 2,3 and 4. These e;pectra 'l1i'1.y repyeSent a mixture ot 
wi'l.ves and turbulence . SDl displays two large peaks of energy at 
b.S.Oe - 03(1/m} and k=5.0e-02(1/m) . This signal displays the 
largest amount of energy and is influenced by surface effects . 
S0 4 appeared c:o have an e:1ergy peak at approximately k =2 . Oe­
02 (:i. /m). To !:"emove noise and large scale features and to 
magnify potential a:ceas of intere st, 19 Hanning windows were 
applied to SDl (Figure 18) and SD4 (Figure 21). A - 5/3 and a - 3 
slope line are plotted for comparison with the dat a. The large 
peaks displayed in Figures 18 and 21 may rep:cesent the 
wave numbers where turbulen t energy is being introduced. This 
energy input region may be related to surface gravi ty waves and 
turbulence in SOl; it may be due to internal waves and 
turbulence in SD2, SD3 and SD4. XBT and climatology data 
discussed ea:clier depict a well stratified cohlmn c:hrough mi d­
depths. This woul d suggest c:he presence of more interna l waves 
for SD2 and S03 which require a r e storing force that would not 
be present under uns t abl e conditions. The k~ ( - 3) power law 
spectral shape describes a region that bridges the energy input 
or turbulent acceleration zone to the inertial subrange region 
descr i bed by the k~ ( - 5/3) power law spectral shape 
(Turner , 1973). SOl, SD3 and SD4 profiles show an approximate 
fit to the - 3 slope l ine . The k~ ( - 3) power law spectral shape 
i dentifies the buoyancy subrange of middle size eddies which 
are quasi two -dirr,ensiona l because of the suppression of 
vert.ical mor_ions by stability. In the inertial subrange (high 
wavenurnbers) eddies do not f eel the s t a t ic stability directly, 
k Aare three - di;nensiona l and conform to the (-5/3) power law 
specc.ral shape (Stull, 1988). Ie. is this region where an energy 
casc:ade from small to large wave numbers takes place in 
turilulent flow . 
Ko l mogorov ' s theory of I local similarity' is based on high 
Re:ynold's number flows; and although this data was recorded in 
an area lllat did not show a strong turb~lent signat;Jre, the 
spectra foy all the depth regions show an approximate fit to 
either one power law spectral shape or the other . The peak of 
energy in tr.e energy input region may be due to energy 
p!:"oducing sources mentioned or may possibly be due to 
mechanica l input from the submarine. There appears to be a 
cascade of energy toward higher wavenumbers which would 
i ndica::e tha:: [lome type of turbulent energy may be present in 
the water creating this signal. The local similarity theory is 
based large1y on controlled lab conditions whereas real 
spectra such as t hese would be expected to contain waves at 
severa l wavelengths . The resulting spectra would be complex and 
would be a function of t.he relative strengths of the different 
waves (Turner,1973). 
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VI. COMPARISON OF OBSERVED AND SIMULATED DATA 
The submarine data analyzed here provides a measure of the 
background accelerations that a submarine might experience in 
a r-elatively stable, non - turbulent ocean. It was not from high 
latitudes, nor was at a time of seasonally strong winds and 
cool ing when turbulent convection is strongest . Thus, this data 
represent s a reference backgJ::"ound leve l of motion that a 
submarine will experience as it transits through a stable body 
of water with little or no turbulent signature . On the other 
hand, the LES model data represents strong turbulence generated 
by strong therma l and momentum fluxes that would be 
anticipated in a high l atitude region in the winter. 
In the free convect ion case (Figure 9) the r:taximum energy 
peak near k =1.2e-03(1/m) and 3.8e - 03(mJ /s 2 ) corresponds to 
maxi mum energy peaks near k-5 .Oe - 03 (lIm) and 6 . Oe-02 (m ] /s~ ) , and 
k =5.0e-02(1/m) and 6.0e_02(mJ /s 2 } in SOl (Figure 28) . The 
maximum energy peak in Figure 9 also corresponds to the peak at 
k=3 . 5e - 03{l/ml a nd 1 . Oe -02(mJ /s 2 } in SD4 spectrum of w from the 
submarine ' s INS (Figure 29) . The peak and the general trend of 
energy density distribution for the spectra of the observed 
vert i cal velocity is largest for SOl because it is in OJ::" j ust 
below the surface mixed layer, but the peak energy of the 
observed vertical velocity spectra for all standard depths 
exceeded the LES - predicted convection intensity at scales less 
than '.OOm. At scales larger Lhan 400m the LES - predicted 
convect i on i ntensity (Figure 9) was significantly greater than 
the observed vertical velocity specLra (2igures 28 and 29). 
This establishes a distinct i ve spectral gap with observed 
signal energy exceeding model generated intensity for scales 
less than 400t.'L and model generated intensi ty exceeding ohserved 
signal energy fo r scales greater than 400m. 
Turbulence can and often does exist helow the mixed layer, 
such as shear -generated turbulence and breaking internal waves. 
A submarine cpe.::-ating in a deep wintertime mixed layer has a 
greate r probability of recording a strong turbuJ ent signal that 
can be detected. SDl is located in the shal l ow mixed layer 
which i s probably not under the influence of strong turbult>:nce, 
but its signal generates tht>: l argest peaks of energy (Figure 
2!l) which may conta:'..n turbulence. 
The mixed layer for the LES was about 2000m deep. If the 
mixt>:Q layer were shallower (e.g., 7.00m) the energy peak wou l d 
be less and shifted an order of magnitude toward higher wave 
numbers. This would in effect shift the peak energy into the 
noise of the tmbmarine - obst>:rved da':.a signal and close the 
spect!:"a l gap. Although still unproven, the signal from this 
standard depth may De influenced by surface effects such as 
swell, currents, internal waves or by Lurbulence. Although the 
s'..l.m of all t h e energy input from both the submaril"'.e and the 
environment in a shallow region make identification and 
extraction of the turbulence sig:1al v ery difficult in the 
shallow mixed layer, the submarine could be an excellent tool 
for observing and mon itoring the most significant deep oceanic 
convection such as in the polar and subpolar seas in the 
wintertime. 
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
One of the key aspects of this st_udy was to gain useful 
oceanographic data from submarine instrumentation that is 
designed for purposes olher than turbulence detection. This 
information was recorded wit.hout altering normal operations of 
the subiOlarine. This method would enable collection of datd by 
sub:narines following patrols tha:: spanned the world's oceans, 
supplementing greatly the infrequent science ~designated cruises. 
The INS appears to be the key instrument for this purpose. It is 
the heart of the submarine ' s navigat i on system and continually 
records data a:: a high sampling rate; it appears to be 
significa:1tly less damped than the gravimeter signal which is two 
orders of magnitude weaker for the required frequency range . The 
gravimeter data recorded by the submarine was significantly 
damped and filtered resul t.ing in a significant loss of signa l 
that may hdve otherwise inc luded acceleration attributable to 
ocean turbulence. The gravity data was also sampled at a slower 
rate (.,t =36s) than Lhe INS vertical velocity data (",t =2s}. Due to 
the larger volume of information dnd the better quality of the 
INS signal, it could more reliably i nclude the turbulence signal 
sought 
The accurdte con-posit i on of the signal from the observed 
subl'1a-::i.ne data with regard to noi.se sources, energy input and 
submarine operating signature is unclear. Whether turbulence or 
surface and internal wave motion was detected is also unclear. 
Further investigation utilizing filtering techniques must be 
employed. Information pertaining to submarine hydrodynamics would 
be valuable for gaining an understanding of how and why the 
submarine reacts to different environmental factors such as 
variable stratification, turbulence due to convection, and 
mesoscale phenomena such as fronts and eddies . Further knowledge 
of the INS, the extent to which its operating signal is damped 
and other pertinent characteristics of the system should be 
researched . The more information that can be accessed regarding 
extraneous input to the submarine recorded signal wil l increase 
the effectiveness of filtering with the goal of accurately 
distinguishing between turbulent acceleration and ship operating 
acceleration . 
The submarine data rr.ay have been occasionally collected in 
a shallow mixed layer, but the vessel predominantly operated 
below the mixed layer. A significant spectral gap existed between 
the LES - predicted turbulence signal and the spectra of the 
vert i cal velocity for all standard depth segments. For scales 
less than 400m the spectra of the vertical velocity for all 
standard depth segments exceeded the LES-predicted convection 
intensity. and the opposite WilS true for scales greater than 
400m . This would indicate that the background accelerations 
a t tributab l e to vessel p.::-opu l sion, hydrodynami cs and surfa ce 
effects during norma l operations shou~ d not mask the 
accele.::-ations it wou l d experience if transiting a region of 
strong oceanic convection . Thus, the submarine could provide 
copious amounts of observed data with a distinguishable 
turbulence signal. 
The spectrum 8 f SOl that r.lay have been in the shallow mi xed 
l ayer exhibited the largest energy peaks and thus the largest 
spectral gap . ',.,'he:.her the submarine expe-::-ien ced a significant 
:.urbul.en:. signal while operating at depth SOl cannot be 
ascertained due to the many con taminat i ng sources of submarine 
mo:.ion that can influence the signal and the uncerta inty of the 
total composi:.ion of the observed signal. The data from below 
the mixed layer at depths SD2, S03, and S04 were useful in 
estab::'ishing a backgr~:)Und opera:. ing signal. This background 
signal would be representative of a nonturbulent, quiescent 
sumr.lert i me ocean wi t h no significant momentum or thermal fluxes . 
The data f or depth S03 were part icularly suitan l e for t his 
purpose because the operating signal has less pot ential turbulent 
i nput from environmental sources t han does SD2 , and t his segment 
of t he water column is most stably stratified as depicted by the 
XBT profiles. The S03 signa l also represents a basel ine operating 
signal f or the sub'Tlarine, containing signal input due to the 
submar i ne propulsion and hydrodynamics unde:::- pre.,umed norma l 
operat_ing conditions . With an established background signal, 
comparisons can be made with additional future submarine recorded 
dat.a from the same type of platform . It will be important 
obtain data from a high latitude winter time environment to 
increase the probability of receiving information that may 
contain strong turbulence. A set of corresponding submarine 
expendable BT's or C1'D profiles from a co-located surface vessel 
is desi.rable :or correlation with the established background 
accelerometer signal. The spectral gap similar to that which was 
evident between the LES turbulence signal and all four standard 
depth's spectra of w may then be verified . The next step will be 
to design a filter much noise and other 
turbulence sources as possible . Upon completion of this 
procedure, the processed signal can be correlated with the LES 
turbulence signal w::'th a high correlation indicating that 
turbulence could be present . The magnitude and direction of the 
turbulence could then be determined from the processed w signal. 
Many aspects of submarine operations are considered 
sensitive, and close c=rdination with data sources will have to 
be mai ntained to ensure proper handling. Location of the 
signi ficant cases of oceanic turbulence will be of great 
scientific and operational navigational importance. With 
magnitude and location of the turbulence tields deten"ined, 
mapping of large sections of scientifically and operationally 
i'l1portant bodies of water can be accomplished. If supplementary 
information such as XB'l' and C'l'D data can also be obtained for 
the operating area and time frame, potential turbul ence - producing 
mechanisms can be exardned . This information could provide 
valuable insight into poorly understood convection generation 
theories that lack observed data. 
The Stra':.egic Systems Programs Office and the Arctic 
Submarine Laboratory have been excellent sources for data and 
':.ec!1.nological flupport . The Columbia University Lamonth-Doherty 
Earth observa tory is a potential source o f acceleration data and 
should be pursued ,U:3 an additiona l source or information . 
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